
 

SHIPPING 

PART –A 

(Each question carry 1 mark) 

 

01) Expand CFS ? 

Container Freight Station 

02) Which crane is used for container loading &discharge ? 

 Gantry Crane 

03) Speed of ship is measured in _________ . 

 Knots. 

04) IE Code is issued by whom ? 

 Directorate General of Foreign Trade 

05) Certificate of Origin is issued by whom? 

 Chamber of Commerce 

06) What is tare weight ? 

 Tare weight is the weight of an empty container. 

07) What is ICE GATE ? 

ICE GATE is the commercial website for Customs & Central 

Excise. 

08) What is cargo destuffing? 

 Destuffing means unloading cargo from a shipping container. 

09) Which type of container is used for transporting frozen 

 seafoods? 

 Reefer Container. 

10) Storage place of empty shipping containers ? 

 Container Yard 

11) What are the documents filed through ICE-GATE ? 

    Shipping Bill, EGM, IGM & Bill of Entry 

12) Expansion of NVOCC ? 

 Non Vessel Operating Common Carrier 

13) Who invented shipping container ? 

 MalcomMclin 

14) What kind of metal is shipping container made of ? 

 Weathering steel 

15) What is the name of our International Container Terminal ? 

 Vallarpadam International Container Transhipment Terminal 

16) Cargo stuffing will be under the supervision of which  

 department? 

 Customs Department. 

17) Who is filing Bill of Entry? 

 Importer 

 

PART –B 

(Each question carry 2 marks) 

 

01) What is the meaning of EGM in customs ? 



EGM means export general manifest which has to be filed by  

shipping carrier of goods, once after 'export' takes place. 

02) What is meant by “Draft” of a ship ? 

 Draft of ship is the vertical distance between water level and  

 Keel of a ship. 

03) What is Certificate of Origin ? 

A Certificate of Origin is an important international trade 

document confirming that the goods in a particular shipment 

have been wholly obtained, produced, manufactured or processed 

in a particular country. 

04) Define Letter of Credit? 

A letter of credit is a letter from a bank guaranteeing that a 

buyer's payment to a seller will be received on time and for 

the correct amount. In the event that the buyer is unable to 

make payment on the purchase, the bank will be required to 

cover the full or remaining amount of the purchase. 

05) Define Bills of Lading ? 

A bill of lading is a legal document between the shipper and  

carrier detailing the type, quantity and destination of the 

goods being carried. The bill of lading also serves as a 

receipt of shipment when the goods are delivered at the 

predetermined destination. 

06) Define VGM ? 

The VGM is the certified Gross Cargo Mass (including the 

weight of all packing material) plus container tare mass. When 

is VGM required? VGM is required prior to loading a packed 

container to a vessel. 

07) Role of container freight station ? 

The role of Container Freight Stations (CFS). CFS is a place 

wherecontainers are stuffed, de-stuffed and aggregation/ 

segregation of export/import cargo takes place. 

08) Define Export General Manifest ? 

EGM meaning Export General Manifest, is a document to be filed 

by the steamer agents within 7 days of the sailing of the 

vessel. This would contain complete details of all cargo 

loaded on board., It is a proof of export of cargo. 

09) Different types of shipping containers ? 

Dry storage container, Flat rack container, Open top 

container., Tunnel container, Open side storage container, 

Double doors container, Refrigerated ISO containers,Insulated 

or thermal containers. 

10) Define Bill of Entry? 

Bill of Entry is a legal document filed with Customs 

department by an Importer.  It is issued by the customs 
presenting the total assigned value and the corresponding duty 

charged on the cargo. The deadline for filing Bill of Entry is 

30 days from the date of discharge of cargo from the ship. 

  


